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C

onsiderable discussion has emerged in recent years concerning the evolution
of civil society in Russia. Most authors and observers focus on the role of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in civil society, and optimista note the enormous growth in their numbers over the past decade as evidence that Russian civil
society is flourishing in a post-Communist, democratic Russia. Authors have
offered widely varying estimates of the total number of NGOs active in Russia
today, ranging between 60,000 and 350,000.' However, we cannot look at numbers
alone to gauge the success of civil society development. More important questions
are, What are NGOs actually doing in Russia? and What is their role (actual or
potential) in Russian democracy? What political and societal impact do NGOs have
in Russia today? Do the recent developmental trends in the Russian NGO sector
bode well for a civil society that bolsters and strengthens democratic institutions?
In this article 1 consider those questions in relation to one segment of the Russian NGO sector: women's organizations. Women's NGOs are an important sector to observe in Russian civil society for severa] reasons. First, women's movements are widely considered to be an important part of independent civil societies.
With the growth of women's movements around the world in the second half of
the twentieth century, women's NGOs are a prominent example of the kinds of
nongovernmental advocacy organizations that have blossomed in democratic
regimes. Practical observers have frequently upheld them as examples of the success of civil society in new democracies, or at least as a key component of the
NGO sector that should be supported by donors of foreign democracy assistance.z
Patrice McMahon points out that "the theoretical link between democratization
and women's advocacy groups was, in fact, never questioned" by representatives
of foreign assistance foundations.3
Second, based on their considerable resource support from Western governmental and nongovernmental donors, women's organizations arguably should
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have a relatively good chance of llourishing in Russia. Women's NGOs have
received a great deal of material support from foreign donors because of the postulated link between women's civic activism and democratization, whereas many
other Russian organizations, such as hobby clubs or pensioners' advocacy groups,
have not been targets of significant support. If any portion of the Russian NGO
sector can succeed based on resource mobilization today, women's organizations
should be one of the success stories.
Finally, given their many problems and the extent of inequalities between men
and women in Russia, we might expect a successful women's movement to grow
on the basis of serious grievances. Ample scholarly work exists, both Russian and
Western, that documents the unequal status and opportunities of women compared with those of men in Russia.4 On a multitude of fronts, including hiring
practices, media portrayals, and treatment by law enforcement institutions in
cases of domestic violence, women face blatant gender stereotypes and discrimination. In measures such as unemployment levels, salaries, domestic workloads,
and representation in positions of power, women are vastly unequal to men.
Reproductive health has always been an enormous problem, with abortions being
the major forro of birth control.
Despite these grievances, although the number of women's NGOs in existence in Russia has grown enormously over the past decade-from only a few
dozen in 1990 to several thousand today-several problems continue to plague
the women's movement, severely hampering its influence in both political circles and among the public at large. Below, 1 consider developments among
Russian women's NGOs over the past decade as they relate specifically to the
democracy-promoting potential of civil society. I draw on observations from my
field study of women's organizations in leven regions around Russia, which was
conducted in summer 1998 and from April 1999 to August 2000, and included
semistructured interviews with approximately seventy women's NGOs. 5
1 first present a brief argument about the potential roles of NGOs in democratic regimes, and how civil society should be organized to foster democratization. 1
then describe the ways in which Russian women's NGOs have developed in
post-Soviet Russia, detailing both positive and negative trends in tercos of building democratic civil society. Finally, 1 explain the major barriers that hinder the
development of the women's movement in terms of larger political, economic, and
social-normative features of Russian life today. Many of the political and economic obstacles to success are problems that plague the contemporary NGO sector as a whole in Russia. The normative barriers to development, in contrast, are
specific to women's issues. Widespread antifeminist ideas present major obstacles
that are likely to continue to confront Russian women's NGOs even if the more
general political and economic difficulties disappear in the foreseeable future.
The Role of NGOs in Democratization and Democracy
NGOs Nave been the prominent organizational form on which scholars and foreign policy practitioners have focused their attention in the civil societies of transitional states. Often, civil society and NGOs have been equated with one anoth-
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er to the point of excluding other important areas of civil society, such as lessformal clubs and societal networks that act as important forums for building trust
and engaging citizens in public discussion. Part of this emphasis on NGOs has
come from an attempt to simplify the complicated concept of civil society into a
notion that is easy to convey and analyze. Civil society is notoriously difficult to
define, and the ways in which it promotes and strengthens democratic rule remain
more postulated than proven.
Although scholars and policymakers have generally assumed that civil society
is crucial to democratization, the proper configuration of civil society and how it
creates and strengthens democratic institutions, as well as the specific role of
NGOs in civil society, have been topics of ongoing debate in academic literature 6
Almost all authors concur that civil society is a sphere of public activities by citizens (outside of their homes and kinship organizations) that lies outside of state
institutions and market activities. It is argued that without the development of a
strong and active civil society that demands citizen participation in governance,
democratic rule cannot be thoroughly consolidated.
Active civil societies are certainly empirically correlated with the persistence
and strength of democratic regimes. However, a number of important theoretical questions regarding civil society remain under dispute in the existing literature on democratization. Authors differ significantly on the question of whether
civil society should be delimited specifically as formal nongovernmental advocacy organizations, or extended to less-formal networks, relations, and values
shared among citizens as a public. Analysts and real-world citizens alike also
disagree about how active the state should be in guiding and shaping civil society, and whether participants in civil society should act as adversaries or partners of the state.'
Despite these controversies concerning the organization and roles of civil society, it is possible to distinguish some general signs of NGO development that
incorporate the major features of most conceptions of democratic civil society,
and are likely to increase the strength of democratic procedures and institutions,
versus features that clearly will not promote democracy. Civil society is generally postulated to be a realm that acts as a forum for discussion of affairs of public
interest and serves to communicate citizen preferences and demands to government. It is also a space where citizens can form links with like-minded individuals to pursue common interests. Thus when we consider the organizational forro
of NGOs in particular, it would seem that NGOs should exhibit certain characteristics to embody these ideals.
Characteristics of NGOs that relate to their role in civil society include autonomy from state manipulation of activities (although a certain amount of state
funding is not excluded); knowledge of, communication with, or collaboration
with other NGOs working on similar issues; outreach to the public constituencies
to which the NGOs' activities are relevant; and, where appropriate to organizations' concerns, turning to state and government institutions to advocate improved
public policy. Elements of general NGO sectoral development include public
awareness of NGOs, positive public attitudes toward NGOs, a significant NGO
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voice and influence in public affairs and politics, and the existence of active NGO
associations or networks.
These organizational and sectoral characteristics are specific qualities of
NGOs that indicate a role as an intermediary realm of activity and dialogue
between individual citizens and the state. Outreach to public constituencies, dialogue with the state, and public awareness clearly further NGOs' role as intermediaries. Networking among NGOs indicates that they are working to build a
sphere that can realistically be called a community of public discourse, which
potentially can be mobilized in case NGOs' concerns or very existence are threatened by actions of the state.
On the Bright Side: Posiltive Trends in NGO Development
Among women's NGOs in Russia, we can see some encouraging signs that bode
well for the gradual development of a more democratic society in Russia. First,
and most visibly, over the past decade there has been a dramatic increase in the
number of self-initiated nongovernmental women's organizations in Russia. At
the time of the Soviet Union's collapse, only a handful of independent women's
groups existed, operating in a semiunderground manner; today, there are several
thousand women's NGOs in Russia. This is a sign that Russia's female citizens
are becoming more active in voluntary public life and that they see themselves as
having important roles to play as political actors, philanthropists, social problemsolvers, and simply as autonomous citizens with diverse interests. Women's
NGOs in Russia work on a vast range of issues and problems, from charity, hobbies, and professional interests to domestic violence, trafficking of women across
borders, and gender stereotypes in the mass media.'
Analysts contributing to a recent directory of women's organizations in Russia estimated that in January 1998, approximately two thousand active nongovernmental women's organizations existed in Russia. They argued that, given
the total number of NGOs registered in Russia at that time, women's organizations made up only 0.5 percent of all active Russian NGOs.9 Far more NGOs in
Russia work in arcas of sport and culture, ethnicity, the arts, environment, and
issues dealing with children, the elderly, veterans, and disabled persons.10 The
reasons for the relatively small nurnbers of women's NGOs in the overall NGO
community have to do largely with, normative resistance to feminism in Russia,
which I discuss below. A noticeable "boom" in the creation of new women's organizations took place in the mid-1990s; now the rate at which new ones are forming appears to be slowing down.11
Growth in numbers of NGOs does provide some indication of positive development in civil society-it indicates that more citizens are becoming interested
in active participation in public life. However, numbers alone are not a reliable
indicator of NGO development. For several reasons, increases in numbers of
NGOs do not always indicate that more people are becoming involved in civil
society. First, estimates of numbers of active NGOs in Russia are subject to considerable dispute, since many officially registered NGOs are in fact completely
inactive, while other organizations that do a great deal of work have chosen not
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to register. Often the unregistered organizations are composed of former dissidents who oppose government policies and continue to resist formal registration
because they are reluctant to limit their activities according to Russian government regulations on NGO activities. In other cases, organizations with little or no
income choose not to register to avoid the onerous task of filing quarterly tax
reports to the federal government. Among officially registered NGOs, many are
defunct but have not canceled their registration.
Second, numbers of organizations are deceptive, since it is not uncommon in
Russia for a single individual or a handful of citizens to form multiple organizations. Laura Henry notes the phenomenon of the "NGI" or "non-governmental
individual" in her article in this
issue. My own research has

confirmed this phenomenon;
often, women activists have
formed numerous registered
NGOs within a single organization, either for the purpose of

"On the whole, there have been some
small positive developments in the
growth of the women s movement and
the connectedness of womens NGOs
legally being able to carry out with one another."
a wide range of activities, or to
obtain more foreign grants,
since foreign donors are usually reluctant to grant funds to
the same organization repeatedly. Because of these phenomena, increased numbers of NGOs are not a thoroughly reliable indicator of increased numbers of citizens or amounts of activity in civil society.
Nonetheless, in addition to the growth in sheer numbers of women's organizations, we can say that there is a women's movement in Russia today, given the
nature of the relations among them. Women's groups operated in virtual isolation
from one another in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In contrast, today, particularly in Russia's largest cities, women's organizations are much more networked
with one another and have managed to organize national campaigns uniting
dozens of NGOs on issues such as violence against women and the goal of
increasing women's presence in politics. Thirty-four NGOs from regions across
Russia, stretching from Moscow to Norilsk in the far north and Irkutsk in Siberia,
are members of the Russian Association of Crisis Centers for Women (RACCW),
founded in 1994. The political movement "Women of Russia" initiated a "Charter of Women's Solidarity" in 1997, and more than 300 women's organizations
across a broad philosophical spectrum have signed it. Although the charter has
not led to concrete political action, it represents a step toward identifying some
principles on which many women's NGOs can agree. As 1 discuss below, there
are serious limitations to the extent of collaboration among women's NGOs,
including competition for foreign funding and the continuing relative isolation of
NGOs in smaller cities and more remote regions. There are also considerable ideological rifts that persist between traditionalist organizations descended from
Soviet monopoly organizations and newer, feminist NGOs. Yet given the grow-
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ing number of women's NGOs in the country and gradually increasing amounts
of information sharing, awareness of one another, and even collaboration on projects, we can now say that a women"s movement-albeit a small one-exists and
is gaining in strength.
Some testimony to this growing strength is that, in a few recent cases, the mass
media have provided positive portrayals of women activists' work. Documentaries
on the problems of domestic violente and sex trafficking have recently aired on
major Russian television networks, and the occasional positive article has appeared
in newspapers and magazines. One example is a serious portrayal of domestic violence on the well-known television discussion program Vzglyad (Viewpoint),
broadcast across Russia, which took place during a conference of the RACCW in
Moscow in 1999.12 There are sporadic serious treatments of women's issues in
newspapers, such as a biweekly col.umn by the sympathetic journalist Nadezhda
Azhgikhina in the popular newspaper Nezavisimaya Gazeta.I3
Aside from these exceptions, most media references to women's organizations
continue to be made in an ironic and misunderstanding manner. In my study,
women's NGOs that had received significant media interest-mainly crisis centers-reported that their interviews had largely been misused and twisted into
sensationalist stories of sexual violence. Crisis center staff members state that
journalists and editors who Nave little real knowledge about domestic violence
often revise and twist the words of activists to fit their own representations of the
issue.14 An issue such as sexual harassment is "presented more as an entertainment gente than a social problem."1' Nonetheless, the situation is improving gradually and women activists are beginning to find allies in the news media to
increase public awareness of wornen's issues.
Another gradually improving area for women's groups is their relationships
with politicians and bureaucrats. Women's NGOs are beginning to find more
allies in the corridors of political power, and especially in the regions outside
Moscow and St. Petersburg, they have begun to have an impact on public policy.
For example, in Novgorod Oblast, the leader of the local "Women's Parliament"
organization submitted a plan for promoting women's entrepreneurship in the
region, which was included in the regional Social Chamber's (Obshchestvennaya
Palata) recommendations for oblast economic policies. The regional government
then accepted the plan wholesale as a matter of principle. The leader of the
Wornen's Parliament, Irina Urtaeva, stated that the battle for such government
recognition of NGOs in the Social Chamber had been an arduous one, but was
finally yielding some successes:
It has been extremely difficult, and the first three years were completely unproductive. But now we can say that we have worked out techniques and work according
to a collaborative principle.16

In the Udmurt Republic, the administration of the regional capital city,
Izhevsk, has opened a municipally funded crisis center for wornen and children,
which operates with a clearly Western, feminist approach to the problem of
domestic violente. Most of the successes of women's NGOs in gaining some
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voice in government policy processes have occurred at regional levels; but at the
federal level, too, there have been a few significant public policy victories. For
example, several years ago, women's NGOs, in concert with a key government
ally, managed to win changes in the draft version of a new federal Labor Code.
According to Yelena Yershova of the NIS-US Women's Consortium in Moscow,
the support of a friendly deputy minister of justice, Lyudmila Zavadskaya, in
addition to organized lobbying by women's NGOs against discriminatory bans
on women's participation in certain occupations, resulted in the Duma's decision
to "freeze" operation of the relevant article in the current Labor Code until the
new Labor Code was reviewed."
The disappointing side of these sporadic victories is that they occur in every
case because there happen to be key individuals who are allies of the women's
movement within the government. They do not occur because of any more general, institutionalized government commitment to dialogue with NGOs or to
improving the status of women. In the case of the Russian draft Labor Code,
Zavadskaya is a longtime academic colleague of many of Russia's prominent
women activists and was previously closely associated with the Moscow Center
for Gender Studies. In Izhevsk, the crisis center is the brainchild of Galina
Shamshurina, the woman who heads the city's Committee on Family, Women's,
and Children's Affairs. Luckily for women activists in the city, Shamshurina has
attended many foreign- and Russian-sponsored seminars on women's issues in
Izhevsk and Moscow and has long been convinced of the worth of women's
NGOs. In fact, Shamshurina stated that she is often frustrated because she would
like to see more activism on the part of women's NGOs, but that there remains
"generally an inertia of the population" that translates into a lack of initiatives
from grassroots citizens.18 Because positive political developments still depend
on personal ties between women activists and individual politicians and bureaucrats, the policy victories that NGOs win are vulnerable to immediate collapse
without those specific personal allies.
On the whole, there have been some small positive developments in the growth
of the women's movement and the connectedness of women's NGOs with one
another. If we compare today's situation with the movement described by Valerie
Sperling in her study of the Russian women's movement in 1994-96, we can see
that there has been growth in the numbers of women's NGOs existing, especially in regional locations, and some gradual improvements have taken place in
NGOs' political clout and relations with the mass media in certain contexts.19
Arcas of Weakness
The developments discussed aboye provide room for optimism concerning the
prospects for Russian women's NGOs as an element of a democracy-promoting
civil society. However, a number of characteristics of the Russian women's movement impede its ability to influence society and in some cases even work against
its potential role in democratization. Chief among these weaknesses are a lack of
connections with grassroots citizens, negative public opinion of the movement,
poor links among NGOs, and extreme political weakness.
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Lack of Connection with the Grassroots
The most crucial continuing deficiency of women's NGOs in Russia is that they
are, on the whole, severely detached from the vast majority of Russian citizens
and isolated from any influence at all on public opinion. Most Russians have no
idea what women's organizations do, and if they have heard of women's NGOs,
they usually have a decidedly negative attitude toward them. Women's NGOs do
not often work to improve their public reputation; many that are truly independent of government influence work ^on academic topics and activities that involve
very few people-such as conducting gender analysis of draft government legislation or holding seminars among small repeat groups of NGO activists. Exceedingly few women's organizations conduct any significant outreach activities with
the broader public or specific constituencies of women. An indication of this lack
of outreach is that, in my detailed study of approximately seventy women's NGOs
in seven regions around Russia, 1 found that only 23 percent of the organizations
engaged in any charity work whatsoever.20 Only 20 percent engaged in any collaboration with or education of groups or constituencies outside the women's
movement. Meanwhile, 51 percent reported conducting internal training sessions
for their staff members, and 41 percent had organized conferences (mainly attended by women NGO leaders and government officials). Forty-one percent also
reported producing and circulating information about themselves and their
issues-but in most cases this was through Web sites or printed materials aimed
at other women's NGOs or select politicians. In short, far more organizations
engage in internal organizational and movement development than in activities
that involve work with average citizens.
This pattern becomes even more pronounced when one considera specifically
the work of Western-style, autonomous women's groups that demand social and
political change in Russia. Such groups, typically feminist in orientation, almost
never conduct public outreach. Arnong the 23 percent of organizations in the
study that do engage in charity, for example, all but two are traditionalist organizations led by women who were firmly entrenched in the Soviet nomenklatura,
and they remain mostly deferential to the desires of the current government. They
provide crucial help to particular groups in need, such as indigent families or disabled children. However, most of these charitable organizations are not oriented
in any way to the problems of women as women, such as employment discrimination or gender stereotyping in society. Instead, they personify women's traditional roles as caretakers of other vulnerable groups, and only a scattered few
address the social problems that women face as political problems with connections to state priorities and choices.
There are a few shining examplLes of NGOs that do conduct outreach-such
as crisis centers for victims of violente and women's business associations that
assist women in navigating the difficult Russian economic environment. Fortunately, crisis centers for victims of violente do engage in the search for ways of
collaborating with other groups and authorities in Russian society, such as the
police, the medical community, and government prosecutors. Crisis centers made
up half of the NGOs in the study that reported engaging in educational and col-
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laborative activities with outside constituencies (six out of the twelve organizations that did so).
Outside the major cities of Moscow and St. Petersburg, outreach activities are
more common among NGOs, especially in regions such as Izhevsk and Novgorod, where the local and regional governments are fairly welcoming to NGOs.
This difference between the metropolises and smaller provincial cities may be a
common characteristic of NGO communities around the world. Yet in contrast to
most Western democratic countries, there is a striking dearth of awareness and
information about women's NGOs among the general public in Russia, which
makes the need for outreach even more crucial. In addition, unlike Russian
NGOs, large Western NGOs generally have significant memberships, to whom
they send information about their activities. The problem of insufficient NGO outreach in Russia is caused by a number of factors, including a lack of the economic
resources to inform citizens about themselves through the media, frequent
reliance on Western donors rather than domestic supporters to survive materially, and a general suspicion that the broader public wouldn't understand their messages anyway. These problems are common to many other NGO sectors in Russia, such as environmental groups and human rights organizations. However, the
problem of detachment from society is particularly severe among women's
NGOs, due to an enduring level of hostility to feminist ideals among Russians.
Public Opinion Failure
In addition to a lack of outreach to average citizens, the Russian women's movement is plagued by a considerable public opinion problem. Women's NGOs are
largely unknown to the wider population, partly because of the self-induced problem of detachment discussed aboye, but also in part because of mainstream mass
media resistance to covering issues of gender inequality in a significant or serious manner. To the extent that citizens are aware of women's organizations, they
often express negative attitudes toward them, arguing that women's groups are
either useless for helping women, or too radical in their aims.21
Women's NGOs can be divided into two camps, both of which are unpopular
in society. One camp consists of organizations that are traditional in value orientation and do important basic charity work, but are often politically dependent
and refuse to "rock the boas" concerning society's problems. The other camp is
feminist in orientation and wants, in theory, to change society, but is thoroughly
detached from the public at large.
The "old-school" organizations, which are usually descendants of Soviet-era
zhensovery (women's councils), are largely dismissed by new feminist NGOs and
ordinary Russian women as being too dependent on the state and more interested in pursuing state objectives than in developing their priorities based on the
needs of women. This reputation is fairly justly deserved, based on the organizations' Soviet-era history.
During the Soviet period, oficial zhensovety numbered in the hundreds of thousands. Their descendent organizations still number over one hundred within the
structure of the Union of Russian Women.22 The organizations were created to pro-
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mote the Soviet state's dual objectives of bringing women into the workforce and
increasing the birthrate in Russia. The demands of a growing industrial economy
and declining birthrates created a crisis surrounding Soviet women's productive and
reproductive roles in society, and the zhensovety were created largely to help women
combine the two roles more satisfactorily, rather than to help women to raise their
social and political concerns from the grassroots upward. A second role of the
zhensovety was to presenta rosy picture of the status of women in the Soviet Union
to international audiences. At foreign conferences and in international organizations
such as the United Nations, the role of the Soviet Women's Committee (the apex
of the zhensovet hierarchy) was to describe how well Soviet laws protected
women's rights, despite the de
facto conditions that women
experienced: widespread dis"Bureaucrats and politicians
crimination and a double burhave largely dismissed the concerns
den of workforce and houseof women's NGOs as trivial or
hold obligations in a society
wrong-headed, with a few fortunate
where men shared very little in
exceptions."
domestic tasks and the Soviet
standard of living made those
tasks exceedingly onerous.
The Soviet regime's treatment of women's issues and
the concept of feminism contributed to the development of strong antifeminist
norms in Russian society. The natu re of these norms is discussed further below,
in the section on barriers to women's movement development. They have had the
effect of engendering a great deal of hostility against the arguments and activities of new, independent, feminist-oriented women's NGOs in Russia. In tum, the
more traditional zhensovet-type organizations also face a major public opinion
problem as a consequence of their historical background as Soviet organizations.
Because of the perceived hypocrisy of the zhensovety's behavior and mandate in
the Soviet period, and the continuing habit of most of them to be fairly cozy with
regional governments, Russian women today tend to dismiss them as having no
potential for helpful mobilization on their behalf.
There is thus an unfortunate convergence of societal rejection of past Soviet
policies on women and basic acceptance of the Soviet view of feminism. Russian
women tend to perceive feminist organizations as espousing an alien Western ideology unsuited to their conditions. At the same time, they view nonfeminist
women's organizations that stem firom the old zhensovet organizations as statedominated and having no interest in resolving women's real problems. As a result,
as Irina Jurna has described it, Soviet women's experience with gender issues
consisted of "legally consolidated but unrealized equality," which "drove the
women's movement into a blind alley."23 In this "blind alley," women activista
cannot build upon the reputations of traditional, preexisting women's organizations; and at the same time, they cannot appeal easily to the transformational
ideals of feminism, with its frequent emphasis on gender equality.
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On a positive note, some exceptions to this general dismissal of women's organizations are gradually developing. Crisis centers that work on the problem of
violence against women are gaining considerable respect in both society and state
structures. Certain other groups, such as women's business organizations, have
also begun to gain respect in some regions-but very slowly, and only in those
cases where they have demonstrated over time that their members generate significant economic activity. But other NGO efforts, based on feminist approaches, to promote such goals as expanding gender studies in higher education,
improving portrayal of women in the mass media, and battling sexual harassment
against women in the workplace, have been largely unsuccessful and poorly
received by the wider public.
Missing Links among NGOs
Another problem characterizing women's NGOs is that links and networks
among them remain sporadic and weak. Women's NGOs in recent years, especially under the auspices of foreign grants, have undertaken projects to widen email access among women's organizations, and to link organizations through email listservs and Web sites on the Internet.24 While these are helpful activities
that have certainly brought more and more NGOs into contact with one another,
there are still wide swaths of women's NGOs that remain isolated from organizations in the rest of the country.
Because of the enormous geographic size of the country, poor postal infrastructure, and high cost of telephone calls (relative to average incomes), those
who do not possess e-mail are effectively precluded from regular communication
with NGOs in other parts of the country. Organizations in rural arcas and more
remote regions have much less access to e-mail than those in Russia's largest
cities. For example, when the Information Center of the Independent Women's
Forum (ICIWF) set up a network of regional women's centers, it had to abandon
attempts to include an NGO in the remote region of Buryatiya, because the Buryat organization had poor telecommunications resources and no e-mail.` Nearly
all of the NGOs interviewed in Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Yekaterinburg had
access to e-mail, but in Izhevsk, only three out of eleven did. Of the old-style
zhensovet organizations in the study, only the one in Vladivostok had e-mail.
These organizations never receive foreign funding, and e-mail access is often provided through foreign grants. Foreign donors typically avoid working with
zhensovet organizations, which are viewed as being too traditional in orientation
and too closely tied to the state. As a result, this branch of women's organizations
is detached from many communication networks.
Hence, a limited network tends to develop of NGOs that are in the loop of
nationwide communications. A fairly small proportion of NGOs have knowledge
of and access to those networks, and overlapping circles of NGOs participate in
them. As a result, many NGOs are completely unaware of organizations in other
regions, or even nearby, that are engaging in similar efforts and might be good
partners for collaboration.
Moreover, analysis shows that information networks such as those run by
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ICIWF and the NIS-US Women's Consortium, both Moscow-based organizations, rarely bring about active mobilization on the part of subscribers. Instead,
the networks are used mostly for passive information-sharing tasks. In this sense,
although the networks are of course important, since they allow information to
spread more widely than ever before, their mobilizing potential should not be
overestimated. In a detailed report on the influences of foreign-funded information networking projects on Russian women's NGOs, Tina Nelson states that
"despite the significant benefits of being connected, such as feeling part of a larger community, and gaining information about grants and conferences, it is clear
that the women's networks which have been developed are not being exploited to
their full potential for membership-building, outreach and advocacy."26
Political Weakness
Finally, and perhaps most important, women's NGOs, like most NGOs in Russia, usually lack mechanisms for effective dialogue with levels of government that
would allow their voices to be heard in public policy discussions. Bureaucrats and
politicians have largely dismissed the concerns of women's NGOs as trivial or
wrong-headed, with a few fortunate exceptions such as those noted earlier.
At the federal level, one can easily argue that the clout of the wornen's movement in policy circles has in fact decreased in recent years, as key government
allies of the early to mid-1990s are no longer in their posts. Yekaterina Lakhova
of the Women of Russia Movement is no longer head of the President's Commission on Wornen, Family, and Dernography, and it is unclear what role the commission is now playing. Galina Klirnantova, the previous, accommodating head
of the Duma Committee on Women„ Family, and Youth, was replaced initially by
a Communist Party deputy, Alevtina. Oparina, who was decidedly less friendly to
women's NGOs.27 After the 1999 elections, another Communist single-mandate
deputy from Primorskii Krai, Svetlana Goryacheva, replaced Oparina. Goryacheva has tried to initiate dialogue with women's NGOs more than Oparina did,
especially in the Russian Far East; nevertheless, she is not an ally of less-traditional, feminist NGOs in the way that Klimantova was.
In addition to the changes in government policy committees, and partly contributing to them, women's NGOs suffered another blow when the Wornen of
Russia political bloc lost its seats in the federal Duma in the 1995 elections and
decided not to run as a bloc on the ballot for the 1999 Duma elections. The status quo, then, despite some positive developments in the regions, is that women's
NGOs remain ostracized from dialogue in the corridors of power, with only a
few exceptions.
Thus, the major problems of the Russian women's movement, as concerns our
main questions of civil society development and democratization, are that it lacks
connection with the population at large; it faces hostile public opinion; it suffers
from a shortage of broadly inclusive, active communication networks; and it has
hardly any political influence. These are formidable problems indeed, when we
consider that to play its putative role as a force promoting democratization of
society and state, civil society must have strong connections both with citizens at
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large and with the state. In the case of the women's movement, NGOs for the
most part have only tenuous links to the very constituency that they claim to represent-Russian women. Without the support and confidente of average Russian
wornen behind them, women's NGOs are also unable to make a strong case for
their right to make claims on the state. And without effective links and a division
of labor within the movement that benefit from different groups' comparative
advantages in knowledge and strength, the movement is unlikely to attain visible
changes in public policy or societal attitudes and behaviors.
Barriers to Women 's Movement Development
Several factors underlie the weaknesses of the Russian women's movement. Most
are the same aspects of Russian politics and society that contribute to numerous
other problems in Russia. They fall under three broad categories: political, economic, and normative barriers.
Political Barriers
Women's NGOs have exceedingly little influence in the policymaking process,
especially at the national level. Generally in Russia, there are very few channels
through which cash-poor civil society actors can exert political influence. Political parties have not developed patterns of working closely with NGO allies or conducting significant outreach to voters.28 Thus, the traditional Western pattern of
civil society coalitions uniting behind political parties and politicians, who then
owe allegiance to NGO supporters, does not exist. Relations between NGOs and
political parties in the 1990s have been distant and tenuous where they exist at all.
In addition to the disconnect between political parties and NGOs, the power
of NGOs to influence politics is hampered by a government system that allows
NGOs hardly any input, while at the same time wielding a great degree of control over their very right to exist. Today, at the federal level, it is unclear where
the Putin administration is headed on questions of relations with the NGO sector in general. On the one hand, the federal government has tried to tighten control on citizens' activities in the political sphere by increasing surveillance, placing stricter registration demands on organizations, and in some cases of clearly
adversarial organizations such as the Glasnost Defense Fund, sending police
raids in to intimidate outspoken critics.29 Women's NGOs have not been subjected to this kind of harassment-human rights and environmental NGOs are
more frequently victims of it-mainly because women's NGOs are viewed by
most officials as irrelevant and weak. However, crackdowns on sectors of NGOs
that articulate oppositional views indicate a tendency within the current leadership to approach NGOs as bodies that should be loyal to government policies
and subject to punishment or eradication if they express serious dissent.
On the other hand, the president recently initiated a discussion with NGOs to
learn about their needs and demands through a "Civic Forum" in Moscow, which
gathered together approximately 3,500 NGOs from across Russia in November
2001 to discuss their problems and desires with the president and his representatives. Only time will tell whether this gesture was a sincere first step toward cre-
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ating mechanisms of policy dialogue between NGOs and government or an
attempt to control them. Despite the deep fears of many independent activists
leading up to the forum, at least "nothing bad happened" In the words of
renowned environmental activist Alexander Nikitin, "we didn't establish a ministry of civil society; there was no government representation of civil society [set
up], so we didn't do anything bad." °
There are formal instruments in place in the Russian government that could legitimize activists' calls for input finto government policymaking in the future. International conferences and legal conventions have placed a spotlight on women's
issues in recent decades: most notably, the Convention on Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination Against
Wornen (1979) and the Fourth
"The ongoing, deep diffculties of
UN World Conference on
Women
in Beijing (1995). Ruseconomic transition in Russia have
or
the
Soviet Union's offisia's
meant that few Russian citizens can,
cial adoption of the principies
or are willing to, direct money to
of these policies and convencharitable causes. ^^ tions has led to the creation of
several legislative acts and government bodies focused on
improving the status of Russian
women, at both regional and
federal levels. Examples include the Presidential Commission on Women, Family,
and Demography and the Duma Cormittee on Women, Family, and Youth, mentioned aboye, as well as a unique Department for Family, Women's, and Children's
Affairs within the Ministry of Labor and Social Development and an interdepartmental Governmental Commission en Improving the Status of Women. Although
these mechanisms exist formally, they have had very little power to influence political decisions or the social or econornic status of Russian women, since by and
large, the government has not endovved these committees and commissions with
any financial resources to implement international standards. Yelena Yershova of
the NIS-US Women's Consortium notes that "there is not a single kopeck in the
[state] budget dedicated to improving women's status. That means that everything
looks well resolved on paper, but in reality, there are practically no concrete solutions."31 One staff member of the Duma Committee on Women, Family, and Youth
stated in an interview that "the government's executive organs [often] have to reject
our laws, not because they don't understand their importante, but because they
know that they cannot realistically fulfill them"32
As mentioned earlier, women activists at more local levels in some of Russia's
regions, such as Novgorod and Udmurtiya, have been more successful than
Moscow activists in achieving political solutions to women's problems and attaining greater participation by women in leadership positions. Among the women
activists 1 interviewed in 1999 and 2000, there was a widespread opinion that
women's NGOs in "the provinces" were able to achieve better results in working
with their local governments than were NGOs in larger cities and at the federal
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level, since officials were easier to reach in smaller towns and regions. Olga
Lipovskaya of the Petersburg Center for Gender Issues described this difference
particularly well: "It's easier to make contact with regional government-power
is simply closer there."33 This is likely to be an experience shared by many other
kinds of Russian NGOs, in addition to women's organizations.
Nonetheless, in many regions where local leaders are even less receptive than
average for Russia to the participation of NGOs in policy discussions, independent women's NGOs are even weaker than they are at the federal level. Often in
such regions, descendent organizations from the former Soviet zhensoveiy are
well connected to regional political leaders; however, newer NGOs that are more
critical of government policies and insist on their autonomy from the state tend
to be marginalized and discouraged in their attempts to exert any influence on
public policy. In my field study, the cities where such relations prevailed included especially Vladivostok and Khabarovsk in the Russian Far East. In those two
cities, the local mayors and governors lead their territories almost as fiefdoms and
see little role for ordinary citizens in government. Several independent-minded
women activists in those two cities complained that local government officials
were completely ignorant of the democratic idea that civil society should be
autonomously formed and able to represent the diverse views of citizens in policy discussions. Said one leader of a women's organization in Vladivostok:
They treat us as in the old days, ... The [Krai] Committee for Public Relations tells
me that there are certain organizations they are "friendly" with, while others with
which they are not, and that we must stick to their list of "friends" as partners to
work with.... They are used to the past environment, when only one organization
existed. 34

With this kind of government resistance to acknowledging an autonomous NGO
sector, it is clear that the women's movement will have a tremendously difficult
road ahead to improve its strength in the policymaking arena.
Economic Barriers
As others have pointed out very well, the economic environment in which the vast
majority of NGOs are operating in Russia is not conducive to their development.31
The ongoing, deep difficulties of economic transition in Russia have meant that
few Russian citizens can, or are willing to, direct money to charitable causes.
Most people are having trouble making basic ends meet, so that very few could
be potential donors to NGOs in the current situation. Moreover, even among those
who do have extra income that could be donated to charity organizations, a great
deal of mistrust pervades people's perceptions of what NGOs would do with
donated money. A recent poli by the Russian ROMIR Research Group revealed
that only 23 percent of respondents were willing to support the charity activities
of NGOs, while 64 percent were not willing to do so.36 Figures such as this reflect
mistrust that has grown especially out of scandals in the early 1990s, such as one
in which sports and Afghan war veterans associations abused their tax privileges
by allowing commercial businesses to be run in their guise. Many fear that "charitable organizations are a cover for dubious activities."37
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Another economic obstacle for NGOs is that, unlike most Western countries'
tax laws, the Russian tax code allows taxpayers and businesses to deduct donations from their taxes only for a very narrow range of charitable causes.` As a
result, there is little incentive for individuals or businesses to donate funds to
activist nonprofit organizations. In addition, many fear that if they make such
donations openly, they will be advertising their actual income level to the federal government, thereby betraying the fact that they are concealing part of their
income from taxation, as most businesses do in Russia.39
Unfortunately for women's organizations, those individuals and businesses
that are willing to donate to charitable organizations direct their attention almost
entirely to basic charity organizations, such as those for needy children or the disabled, rather than to advocacy NGOs that work to promote the aims of particular
interest groups. Many businesses that donate to charities do so as a means of
advertising their integrity.40 The preferred way to do this in Russia is to donate to
the neediest sections of society. Women's rights are not a popular cause in Russia, and supporting them financially does not bring public praise to Russian firms.
Because women's NGOs experience huge difficulties in attempting to raise
funds from domestic sources, and Western donors are extremely interested in
developing Russian civil society, Russian women's organizations have become
significantly dependent on funding from the West to guarantee their economic
survival. While it is tremendously helpful to NGOs to receive financial resources
from Western donors, and many would be much weaker or would have disappeared without such support, dependence on Western money brings other dangers
for NGO development. Foreign funding is the number one source of financial support for women's NGOs in Russia. In my study, 67 percent of women's NGOs
had received foreign funding at some point, and 42 percent received the majority of their funding from foreign sources. According to the Charities Aid Foundation (CAF), a British organization that studies the Russian NGO sector, feminist
and human rights organizations overall receive 90 percent of their financing from
Western grantmaking organizations.41
Such funds typically do not come without strings attached, in tercos of the
kinds of projects they support. Foreign donors most often offer grants for NGOs
to fulfill particular projects and programs delineated by them, rather than proposed by Russian NGOs themselves. American donors, the largest donors to
NGOs in Russia, are especially inclined to work using this top-down rather than
demand-driven strategy. Throughout the 1990s, projects focused a great deal on
organizing conferences for NGOs and developing NGO sector infrastructure,
such as electronic information networks, resource centers, newsletters, and Web
sites. American donors have strongly favored Russian women's groups that hold
liberal ferninist views rather than those that are more traditionally oriented. For
example, academic gender studies centers and crisis centers for women have been
far more popular with foreign donors than organizations that teach women new
job skills.
The greatest question facing Western-funded women's organizations is that of
their long-term sustainability. When Western donors eventually decide to leave
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Russia-and the question really is when rather than if, with government superdonors such as USAID and the EU's Tacis program planning their exits-how
will women's NGOs survive, if they have not successfully cultivated domestic
sources of financing? Western donors claim to be working on long-term sustainability plans with their grantees by encouraging them to seek out new forms of
support. However, so far, success in this area has been minimal; Western donors
remain the only generous source of funds, and the most efficient one. One Russian leader of an NGO resource center stated that "writing grant applications is a
more reliable and worthwhile method of obtaining income," in tercos of time
invested versus results, than any other available fundraising technique 42 So far
there is little success on the domestic fund-raising front to entice advocacy NGOs
to attempt to raise more moeny locally.
The political and economic problems I have outlined here are much more acute
for women's rights NGOs than for basic charity organizations or even some other
advocacy NGOs such as environmental groups. The reasons for the especially difficult development path of women's organizations are largely normative ones,
related to historically rooted, negative attitudes toward the ideal of gender equality and the concept of feminism.
Normative Barriers
Unfortunately for women's NGOs that are interested in improving the observance
of wornen's rights or gender equality in Russia, there are strong norms in Russian society that make such goals extraordinarily difficult to attain. The way in
which gender issues have been treated historically in Russia has contributed to a
general resistance to feminist ideals, including the norms of women's emancipation and equality. In my conversations with Russian women from all walks of life
over the past decade, 1 have found that although they often express the certainty
that they are stronger and more capable than their male counterparts, they largely reject the idea of attributing women's lower status in Russian public life to
explicit discrimination or structural gender inequalities. Other authors have also
found this to be true.43
A recent study by Vannoy et al. found through in-depth interviews and a largescale survey that most Russians reject the concept of "gender"-that is, the socially constructed aspects of male and female roles-and instead "essentialism
regarding men and women is widely accepted in Russian political discourse.`4
While essentialist views of gender roles are common in many countries, there is
evidence to indicate that they are stronger in Russia than in most Western countries. For example, the 1990-93 World Values Survey, which studied people's values in forty countries around the world, found the opinion that men should be the
primary breadwinners to be much stronger in Russia than in nearly all Western
countries (with the exceptions of Italy and Austria).45 According to the survey, 40
percent of Russians agreed with the statement, "When jobs are scarce, men have
more right to a job than women"46 In contrast, 24 percent of Americans, 19 percent of Canadians, and 8 percent of Swedes agreed with the statement. Along similar lines, in the same survey, 91 percent of Russian respondents "strongly agreed"
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or "agreed" with the statement, "A job is all right, but what most women really
want is a honre and children."47 This compared with 59 percent of Irish, 56 percent of American, and 43 percent of Canadian respondents.48
Russian women's antipathy to feminism stems mostly from dynamics of the
Soviet era, which de facto continued pre-Soviet societal patterns of gender discrimination and inequality, even though Soviet laws, on paper, were some of the
world's most progressive in terms of gender equality. Soviet women's right to vote,
the principle of equal pay for equal work, and relatively generous paid leave and
daycare benefits were legislated early on. Yet the early experiments with policies to
advance the status of women were soon abandoned in the Soviet Union. In 1930,
Stalin closed the Zhenotdel (Women's Division), declaring that Soviet women had
attained freedom and equality with men and that there was no need for special
women's organizations. From that point until the late Soviet period, official discussion of eroding traditional forms of gender inequality was virtually nonexistent,
and feminism was denounced as a luxury of bourgeois Western women.
Two general tendencies in Russian public opinion have resulted from Soviet
antifeminist propaganda and the failure to bring about actual equality, in spite of
the prominence of "equality" as an ideal in official Communist declarations. First,
to a considerable extent, Russian men and wornen believed Soviet official
descriptions of Western feminism and the argument that it was entirely unsuited
to Russian conditions. But also, women saw with abundant clarity that in fact they
were not equal to men, despite Soviet declarations of equality and the "defeminization" of the Soviet ideal woman„ depicted in images of male and female tractor drivers toiling side by side. As discussed aboye, the official zhensovet
wornen's organizations worked vigorously to ensure that women more effectively fulfilled their "double burden" of duties at home and at work to support state
goals, instead of focusing on developing more equitable domestic and professional roles for men and women.
From the perspective of many Russian women, the Soviet state granted them
legal equality with men and promoted uniform images of men and women, particularly in the labor market-yet this "equality" did not improve women's lives.
Observers of Russian gender issues widely acknowledge that the Soviet treatment of female roles created a backlash against the idea of equality between the
sexes. Feminist Olga Voronina explains that "for the average Soviet woman,
emancipation is what she already has, that is, a lot of work, under the guise of
equality with men"49
Russian citizens also largely reject the idea that women face discrimination. One
wornen's NGO in the Siberian city of Tomsk notes: "Inequality of women in Russia is not perceived as overt discrimination, which, according to general opinion,
does not exist in our country"50 Indeed, when a poll of Moscow residents by the
ROMIR agency in March 2001 asked which groups in society suffer from discrimination, only 2.8 percent agreed that women suffer from discrimination. This
was half the number of respondents who stated that children are victims of discrimination (5 percent), and less than one-third the number who replied that the disabled are victims of discrimination (9.8 percent).51 YelenaYershova of the NIS-US
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Women's Consortium in Moscow remarks that the biggest challenge to the
women's movement is the general "patriarchal character" of Russian society: "Even
my friends and colleagues are hostile. Everyone knows that violence, harassment,
and discrimination exist, but no one is willing to discuss it."52
The result is that, in the post-Soviet context, Russian women frequently view
feminist organizations as espousing an alien Western ideology unsuited to their
conditions. Because of disparaging accounts they have heard about feminism and
feminists, Russians tend to perceive feminist organizations negatively, as being
componed of radical, lonely, and probably lesbian women. They interpret feminism as advocating equality as "sameness" with men, in fact wiping out the
appealing differences between the sexes, just as Soviet ideology did. At the same
time, they view non-feminist women's organizations that stem from the old
zhensovety as being nomenklatura organizations that have no interest in resoiving women's real problems.
Thus, Russian women's organizations face a number of political and economic
obstacles to development that they share with other kinds of Russian NGOs. In
addition, though, organizations pursuing goals that could in any way be branded
"feminist" face unique normative barriers to success that render political and economic obstacles even more severe.
Conclusion
Throughout the 1990s and finto the new millennium, women's NGOs have made
some visible gains in terms of the numbers of organizations existing and the
extent of networks among organizations. There have also been some glimmers of
success, particularly at regional levels, in developing dialogue with government
agencies concerning the policy goals of women's NGOs. But the women's movement continues to be plagued by internal and external problems that are unquestionably formidable. It remains largely depoliticized, fragmented, and detached
from its purported constituency-women.
These problems have implications not only for the development of a wornen's
movement, but also for the strength of democratic institutions in Russia. Women's
organizations exist in fairly large numbers, and the population of women's NGOs
has grown enormously in the past ten years. Yet in contrast to theoretical accounts
of what a civil society should look like if it is to strengthen democracy, this large
segment of NGOs remains mostly disconnected from the concerns of average
Russian women, largely irrelevant politically, and weakly networked for potential mobilization. This is the case despite the fact that Russia is a country where
women face inequalities that are shocking in magnitude by Western standards;
certainly, there is no shortage of grievances to protest. When the larger political,
economic, and normative factors inhibiting the development of women's NGOs
are taken into account, the inability of Russian NGOs to galvanize women and to
mobilize effectively to protest and resolve their problems is hardly surprising.
Women's NGOs share the structural political and economic obstacles they face
with most other kinds of nongovernmental organizations in Russia today,
although the normative obstacles that plague them are rather unique to mobiliza-
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tion on the basis of gender. Unfortunately, those barriers are likely to erode only
very gradually. Nonetheless, there are ways in which women's NGOs could
improve their public clout, such as through framing their appeals in tercos of principies of basic human dignity and the rights of all citizens to equal opportunities,
rather than in tercos of women's equality or discrimination against women, which
are terms that provoke immediate negative reaction from most of Russian society. The success of the movement for crisis centers for women in Russia is one
bright example of how appeals to the norm of basic human dignity can work well
to promote women's rights under existing circumstances. The key to sustainable
development of a movement that imlproves the status of women and strengthens
democratic processes in Russia is the formation of strong connections with constituencies of ordinary Russians. Only then can the movement be a credible intermediary between individuals and government and thereby play a role in the
democratization of the regime.
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